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ENVELOPE1976 Vol.1

 
The journey started back in 1976. The brown slouchy chair is almost as brown 
as back then, and the handmade curtains is still covering the windows.

Inspired by iconic classic pieces from the past, with design made to last.

This first collection of ENVELOPE1976 is seasonless, comfortable, elegant and 
sustainable. Made with natural materials in delicate fabrics and quality.  

ENVELOPE1976 is designed for the modern woman, with a sustainable 
approach. The collection is build on simplicity, with an edge. Masculine meets 
feminine in the right balance – alongside with the nature. Strong and flawless.

Chunky knits for a long cold winter, combined with a pair of tailored high 
waist pants, worn casually over a shiny dress for a laid-back everyday 
elegance. The tailored suit with the oversized wide shoulder blazer jacket is 
the key, together with the draped dresses in brown, creme and black.

We believe in transparency, and that a more environmental sustainable 
production is the only way to go forward. We are always looking for ways to 
reduce environmental footprint. We believe that through better management 
of our natural resources, that includes helping to reduce the demands on our 
forests by promoting more sustainable materials. Reduce or reuse materials 
whenever we can.  

Thank you for taking part of our journey.

Creative Director
  Celine Aagaard

          

A smarter choice for you and our environment
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Houston coat, black, Marrakech Babouche slippers



7Kairo scarf
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Istanbul dress, black
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Rome dress, creme
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Paris dress, creme
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13Istanbul dress, brown 



14 Seoul knit, Envelope head band
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Monte Carlo jacket, brown, Monaco pants, brown
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Houston coat, camel, Monaco pants
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20 Seoul knit, Hossegor hipster bikini 
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Paris dress, creme
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24 Mykonos knit dress, brown, Monaco pants, black
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Miami blazer, creme, Mumbai pants, Andorra bag 
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29Monte Carlo blazer, Monaco pants, Vienna turtleneck 



30 Rome dress, golden hour 



31Rome dress, golden hour Austin coat, Kairo Scarf 
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33San Fransisco dress, creme
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Moscow knit, Prague leather skirt 
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Vienna knit 
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San Fransisco dress, black & creme
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41San Fransisco dress, brown
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Creative Director: Celine Aagaard  
Photo: Ole Martin Halvorsen
Model: Pauline K/Heartbreak Management
Makeup: Isabella L. Mork
Hair: Jonas Helland /Sebastian Professional
Styling: Aagaard/Nordskaug/Sei
Location: Comfort Hotel Grand Central
Prod.ass:/model: Selina Ekra Sei
Photo.ass: Angelique Culvin

Sales Director: 
Pia Nordskaug 
pia@ecologicnorway.no 
+47 461 708 70

Graphic design: Karoline Ådnanes 
Retouch: Retouch.dk
Print: Brand Print
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